SEE YOUR SKIN
IN A NEW LIGHT
LED Light Therapy
· State-of-the-art skin care technology
· Diminishes the appearance of fine
lines, wrinkles and age spots
· Helps tighten unsightly pores
· Promotes collagen regeneration
· Skin appears naturally smoother,
tighter, and more radiant
· Enhanced results for your client

2008

blue: wavelength 420nm and
455nm) whereas systems designed for home use typically
use lower frequencies.

THE LED
QUICK FACTS
· State-of-the-art skin
care technology
· Diminishes the visible
appearance of fine
lines, wrinkles and age
spots
· Helps tighten unsightly
pores

Overview
The new skin rejuvenation system using light technology
has recently garnered considerable media attention,

· Promotes collagen
regeneration

receiving positive reviews from many in the industry

· Skin appears naturally
smoother, tighter, and
more radiant

as the public media such as ABC’s Good Morning America

· Clinically-tested
and designed by
dermatologists for use
as a cosmetic treatment
for salons, spas and
physicians

including Dermatology Times, Skin Inc, and Day Spa as well
and shows like Extreme Makeover. Éminence has adapted
this new technology into a cost-effective, portable and
easy-to-use FDA-approved system that improves the skin’s
appearance.
Developed by dermatologists, the Éminence LED system
incorporates a unique photopulsation technology which

· Painless with no
recovery time

leaves a smoother, tighter and more radiant look to the skin

· Safe and sanitary

ogy truly gives the skin a more vibrant and youthful appear-

· Easy-to-use

ance as well as offers one of the quickest treatment times

· Increases your revenue

compared to other methods of skin rejuvenation. Immedi-

· Increases the results of
your facials

ately after a treatment, you can go straight back to work and

with each subsequent treatment. This non-invasive technol-

resume your regular activities.

HOW TO CHOOSE
THE RIGHT LED
SYSTEM
With more and more LED systems entering the market, it is
essential to have a better understanding of where the differences lie in order to make
the right decision for your skin.
Since the system uses photopulsation technology, the power,

focus and wavelength of the
light constitute the main differences between various LED
system options in the market.
To start with, different LED systems project a variety of wavelengths of LED light which are
measured in nanometers (nm).
Éminence LEDs use the most
effective wavelengths for rejuvenation (red: 625nm and 940nm,

Secondly, frequency pulsation,
the rate at which the light pulsates or turns on and off, is important when dealing with multiple treatments because of the
skin’s potential to become desensitized. The Éminence LED
system is one of the very few devices that uses multiple frequencies to prevent de-sensitization
and increase stimulation effects
simultaneously. This is achieved
through the LED lights’ ability to
turn on and off at alternating frequencies at such a quick pace
with the irregularity unseen by
the naked eye. This rapid speed
also maximizes the amount
of light the skin is exposed to,
while the multiple frequencies
ensure de-sensitization does not
occur—producing overall more
effective results for your skin.
Another important aspect to
consider when evaluating the
effectiveness of light therapy is
the method in which the lenses
are built to focus the light. The
Éminence LED system uses a
patented optical lens to focus
the LED light in order to create
a powerful concentration of intense LED light at skin level for
optimal effectiveness. How the
lens focuses the light varies from
one machine to another making it important to find one that
maximizes the LED light in order
to achieve the greatest possible
results.
And finally, as with any machine
specifically designed for corrective procedures on the skin, cali-

bration of the system is essential.
All Éminence LED machines are
made in America and each unit
is precisely calibrated to remain
constant throughout the life of
the unit. Every head piece will
maintain the same intensity and
wavelength from the very first
time the system is used until the
very last.
As all LED devices are not created equally, the Éminence LED
system is the smartest choice for
your skin as it incorporates the
key points all estheticians and
clients should consider when reviewing any photo rejuvenation
system.

TREATMENTS
It is suggested that treatments
be performed between 7 and
14 days apart and depending
on the age and skin condition
of the client, it generally takes
approximately six treatments of
10–15 minutes each to achieve
desired results with maintenance
treatments every 45 to 60 days
thereafter.

The Éminence LED system comes
with three handheld devices:
1 large red light, 1 small red light
and 1 blue light device. The red
LED light helps to encourage collagen production and healing in
the skin. It also helps to increase
blood and oxygen flow to the
skin and capillaries, therefore increasing cellular metabolism and
strengthening the capillary walls.
As the red light can also help
tighten the skin, this type of treatment is also ideal for anti-aging.
Red LED light therapy is also an
excellent treatment for scarring,
post-inflammatory hyper-pigmentation and rosacea. The blue LED
light is the only light currently approved by the FDA for acne as it
destroys bacteria on the skin and
prevents bacteria from forming.

The RED LED LIGHT helps
to encourage collagen production and healing in the
skin and is ideal for antiThe BLUE LED LIGHT destroys

aging, rosacea, scarring,

bacteria on the skin and pre-

and post-inflammatory hy-

vents bacteria from forming.

perpigmentation.

Compared to other skin therapies
such as microdermabrasion or invasive skin treatments, LED treatment times are quicker with no
down time making it a convenient
in-and-out service.

ÉMINENCE LED LIGHT THERAPY

OTHER LED SYSTEMS

Only device that uses multiple frequencies to prevent desensitization

Use a singular frequency for pulsating lights

Uses the most powerful system available for fast and
effective treatments

Home devices and other systems are less powerful which
equates into longer treatment times

FDA approved for acne vulgaris using the Blue Pulsator

May not be FDA approved

Patented optical lens for shorter and more effective
treatments

Regular lens which may not be as effective

Uses effective wavelengths for superior results

Use varying wavelengths for less effective results

Before & Afters
The client wanted to
improve the texture and
colour of her skin as well
as diminish fine lines and
wrinkles. Improvement
was seen after four
treatments using only
LED light therapy. Further
improvement will be seen
with continued treatment.

A

cne, wrinkles, scarring and age spots are just some of the conditions the Éminence
LED Light Therapy System have helped address in clients all over North America.
When natural and organic skin care products are combined with this impressive technology, the results are clearly amazing!
As the leader in organic skin care, Éminence provides effective skin care products and
state of the art technology—offering the best of the best in skin care treatments.

Testimonials
Promising results at San Antonio Massage Clinic,
treating injured soldiers:
The LED light therapy is showing promising results in our treatments for burns: lessening pain
and helping to loosen and soften scar tissue. Our
preliminary observations are positive and we look
forward to seeing the continued improvement for
our patients.
San Antonio Massage Company, San Antonio, TX

Dear Éminence, We love the LED Light Therapy
machine! We have used the machine for a few
months and the results are amazing. We have
used the machine on clients who have recently
had Facial Surgery and just after one session,
you can see a dramatic decrease in swelling
and redness. The skin appears and feels tight,
firm, stimulated and rejuvenated. We have seen
great results in decreasing Acne with the Blue

ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE PROVIDER
OF PREMIUM SKIN CARE

light, as well as using the small Red light after the
Éminence Eye Quattro Treatment. I recommend
LED Light Therapy to everyone I know because
the treatments are painless, cost-effective, you
have no downtime and who doesn’t want to look
even more fabulous! Thank you Éminence for
offering this incredible machine, and for your
continued commitment to providing outstanding
education, customer service and an honorable
product line.
With Love, Citrine Skin Care, Redlands, CA

I can’t believe the results, I’m taking before and
after pictures and the difference is amazing.
I was hesitant at first, but now I am a believer.
Jeanne, Palm Beach Gardens, FL

Some results were just miraculous.
Veronica, Long Island, NY

